OGILVY COLLECTION (MS 297)
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Series I. Writings

3 linear feet

Arranged alphabetically by title.

1 1 "All Shakespeare's Horses: the Diary of Master William Silence," a review of D. H. Madden's work 1907


3 "Antelope" n.d.

4 "Anti-pagan sentiment among early Anglo-Latin Writers" n.d.

5 "The Ballistics of the Whodunit" [1940s?]

6 "Beowulf, Alfred, and Christianity" [post 1968] "Books and Learning" n.d. See: Oversize, Map Case 1, Folder 147

7 "Books known to the English, 597-1066: addenda et corrigenda," in Old English Newsletter, Subsidia 1985

9 "CU in '21" n.d.
10 "The College Prof. in Fact & Fiction" n.d.
11-12 "Corpse in the Manger" n.d.
13 "Cows, Catamounts, and Other Varmints" 1974
14 "The Decline of Thrashing" n.d.
15 "Di-Gamma or Die Trying" n.d.
16 "The Easter Calf," in Daily Camera's Focus 1967 Mar 26
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1 (cont.)

Series I. Writings (cont.)

17 "Eheu Fugaces (or them was the days)" n.d.

17.1 "The English Department of the University of Colorado" n.d.

18 "An Englishwoman in Colorado" [1993]

19 "Faster than a Cow," in The Colorado Quarterly. 1953

20 "Fifty Years of CU" ca. 1971
21 "The Fight that Fizzled" n.d.

22 "First-Grade Recess," in Empire Magazine, The Denver Post 1973 Sep 16

23 "Football Then and Now" [1971?]


25 "Freshman Football--Old Style" n.d.

26 "From this Nettle Danger," in Empire Magazine, The Denver Post 1968 Dec 8

27 "The Ghost of Gold or the Metaphysics of Money" n.d.

28 "Grammar for Beginners" n.d.

29 "The Greek Anthology" n.d.

30 "The Headless Corporation" n.d.

31 "Hit the Line for Hard Cash" n.d.

32 [History of Church literature?] n.d.
33 "Horses" fragment, Draft A n.d.

34 "Horses" fragment, Draft B n.d.

35 "Horses" fragment, Draft C n.d.

36 "Horses" fragment, Draft D n.d.

3 37 "The Improbable Pet" n.d.
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3 (cont.)

Series I. Writings (cont.)


"L. Ogilvy and His Friends" See: Series II, Box 10, Folders 139-40

40 "Lamb Among the Wolves: Reminiscences of an Odd-Lot Printer" n.d.
41 "Lament for a Bush League Ball Park" [1973]

42 "The Last Teacher, or Utopia 1985" [1985]

43 "Leather" map and notes accompanying draft A n.d.


66 "A Lot of Horse for His Size," in Colorado Quarterly 1952, 1976

6 67 "Low Brow" [an address] n.d.

68 "The Lowbrow in the Electronic Age," in Colorado Quarterly 1966

6 "Mimi, Scurrae, Histriones: Entertainers of the Early Middle Ages" 1963
70-75 "Miracle" [1976]

76 "The Miracle of Language," in The Colorado Quarterly 1962

77 "The MS book: Manufacture and Survival" n.d.

78 "The Middle Ages: Turning Point in History" [an address] n.d.
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6 (cont.)

Series I. Writings (cont.)

79 "'My God is Mightier Than Your God': Thaumaturgical Contests" [1966]

80 "New Breed of Freshman? Nonsense!," in Catholic Digest 1969 Feb

81 "A Noteworthy Contribution to the Study of Bede," in University of Colorado Studies 1941

82 "Parental Schizophrenia or Junior Among the Egg-heads" n.d.

"Pensioner"
See: Oversize, Map Case 1, Folder 147

83 "Phonetics for Beginners" n.d.

7 84 "Poetry and Reality" 1945

85 "Preposition or Adverb" n.d.

86 "The Problems of a President," in Colorado Quarterly 1963

87 "Publish or Perish" n.d.

88-89 "Rabbit Among the Bulls" [1952]

90 "Rattlesnakes" n.d.

91 "The Reluctant Policemen" n.d.

92 "The Sad Case of Aloysius Anapholes" n.d.

93 "Sir John with all Europe: Sundry Reflections Upon the Character of Sir John Falstaff, Knight" n.d.

94 "Some notes on the History of Irrigated Farming in Colorado" n.d.
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Series I. Writings (cont.)

96 "Some Problems of the University" ca. 1968

97 "Stick to the Blue Sky" n.d.

98 "The Stirrup and Federalism," in Series in Language and Literature 1966

99 "Stone of Confusion" n.d.

100 "Teachers Then and Now" n.d.

101 "The Thought Behind the Theme" [grammar] n.d.

102 "Tranquilizer, Anyone?" n.d.
103 "Unferth: Foil to Beowulf?" in PMLA 1964

104 "Virgil on the Nose" n.d.


8 107 "When Football was Simon-pure," in Empire Magazine, The Denver Post 1972 Dec 3

108 "When I Find Our Democratic System Difficult, I Look at the Alternatives," a speech given 13 February 1976 Mar 27


110 "Who's the Greatest Bucking Horse?," letter to The Denver Post 1973 Jul 29

111 "The Wilds of Academe" [1970]

112 Unidentified fragment n.d.

113-114 Letters Regarding Publication 1962-74
Bx Fld
8 (cont.)

Series II. Personal/Business/Family Papers

1 linear foot

Arranged in four sections: Dorothy Stanley Ogilvy, J. D. A. Ogilvy, Lyulph Ogilvy, and Family Papers. Within each section material is arranged alphabetically by folder title with miscellaneous items at the end.

DOROTHY STANLEY OGILVY

B.A. and M.A. diplomas

See: Oversize, Map Case 1, Folder 148

115 "Conference, please!" [1975]

116 Marriage certificate 1940 Aug 1
117 Scrapbook A (World War I theme) ca. 1917

118 Scrapbook B (World War I theme) ca. 1917-18

119 Scrapbook B (World War I theme): material found inside front cover ca. 1919-23

120 Scrapbook C ca. 1923-33

121 Scrapbook C: material found inside back cover ca. 1923-33

9 122 Scrapbook D ca. 1932-40

123 Scrapbook D: material found inside back cover ca. 1932-40

124 Scrapbook E ca. 1918-43

125 Scrapbook E: material found inside front cover ca. 1918-43

126 Scrapbook E: material found inside back cover ca. 1918-43

Scrapbook F ca. 1930-40s

See: Oversize, Map Case 1, Folder 149
127 Untitled narrative n.d.
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Series II. Personal/Business/Family Papers (cont.)

J. D. A. OGILVY

128 Article on J. D. A. Ogilvy's retirement 1971 May 28

129 Citation, J. D. A. Ogilvy, University of Colorado Medal 1971, 1976

130 Citation presented to J. D. A. Ogilvy by the CU Associated Alumni 1968 Jun 6

131 Correspondence with Dean Thurston E. Manning re: tenure issues 1967

132 Introduction to comparative philology, a proposal for a class n.d.

133 1968 Regent controversy at CU Boulder, (articles) 1968-69

134 "Ogilvy comments on campus roles and social pattern" 1971 Mar 25
135 The Ogilvy Fellowships, descriptions of projects funded in 1990-1992

LYULPH OGILVY

See also Series I, Box 7, folder 95


139 "L. Ogilvy and his friends," in Empire Magazine, The Denver Post, by J. D. A. Ogilvy 1971 May 23
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Series II. Personal/Business/Family Papers (cont.)

LYULPH OGILVY (cont.)

141 Letter from W. L. York to Capt. L. Ogilvy 1946 Nov 25

142 "Mrs. Winston Churchill's legendary Uncle Lyulph ...," in Empire Magazine, The Denver Post, by Floyd Baskette 1968 Sep 15

143 Receipt from the Leonard-Scheck Saddlery Company 1902 Mar 16

FAMILY PAPERS

144 "Airlie House--Far From the House of Airlie," by Orlin Scoville n.d.

Photographic album of Airlie property and family ca. 1900

See: Oversize, Map Case 1, Folder 150

145 Reprints of 19th-century newspaper articles about the Ogilvy family 1970
Reproductions of protraits of Mabell, Lady Airlie 1923?, n.d.
See: Oversize, Map Case 1, Folder151

146 Miscellaneous n.d.

Oversize

Oversize items are located in the Manuscript draw of Map Case I.

SERIES I. WRITINGS

147 "Books and learning" n.d.
147 "Pensioner" n.d.

SERIES II. PERSONAL/BUSINESS/FAMILY PAPERS

Dorothy Stanley Ogilvy

148 B.A. and M.A. diplomas 1932, 1934
149 Scrapbook F ca.1930-40s
Family Papers

150 Photographic album of Airlie property and family ca. 1900

151 Reproductions of protraits of Mabell, Lady Airlie 1923?, n.d.